RoofScanIR™ is a National Network of contract
thermographers that have been well-trained in
the application of infrared scanning of flat and
low-sloped roofs.
All the network members are experienced
building technicians and Certified Infrared
Thermographers.
The thermographers all own their own
companies and are members in
good-standing in the
RoofScanIR™ Network.

aerial surveys
also available

Start getting
consistent results
from IR surveys…
call
888-SCAN-447
or visit our website at:
www.roofscanir.com

We detect
and document
roof moisture
with infrared
thermography
national accounts
nationwide service

national accounts
One Call On-Roof Infrared Services™
We know what you want from Infrared Thermography
Roof Consultants, Roof Contractors and Roofing Manufacturers will undoubtedly appreciate our
One Call On-Roof Infrared Services™. We set up an account manager for all national accounts. You
make one call (or email) and we take it from there. ASAP, we will schedule the job through our
network of skilled contract roof thermographers and our network contractor will perform the work
and produce a detailed, professional report.

Why RoofScanIR™?
We create detailed, professional reports
documenting the entrained roof moisture,
the same way – everywhere in the USA.
We designed the infrared reports so that Roof

High-Quality Work comes from High-Quality Training
The training procedures we use are extensive and rigorous. Our roof experts teach the member
contractors exactly what to do - and what not to do - to perform efficient and effective on-roof
infrared moisture surveys. Established procedures will be followed and reports are standardized, so
the work and the report will be done in the same way, no matter where your project.

Professionals will be able to use the information
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to repair the roof.

Our National Company’s Resources are behind each Member Contractor
We do any type of job, from commissioning to predictive maintenance to litigation. We have expert
thermographers and roof consultants on staff with the highest quality infrared equipment available,
if needed. You will be confident that if our member contractor is not available to perform a specific
project, we can send someone else from the network. Also, our expert staff have the resources and
are willing to help all of our member’s get reliable results. This is all backed-up by our
satisfaction guarantee.
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After sunset, roof areas that contain moisture (more mass) are a different color because the heat
(from daylight sunshine and the resulting thermal gain) radiates from these areas longer than those
areas that are dry (lower mass). When the building structure cools down, we scan the roof with a
sensitive infrared camera to detect the sources of heat and record them for later analysis. It should
be noted that while the infrared method, which detects heat signatures, works well on absorbent
roofs and is an excellent method for identifying these wet areas, is not perfect and water can leak
straight into the building and leave no trace of moisture in the roof substrate.

Analysis and Recommendations
Areas of wet insulation are marked directly on the roof. We recommend that a roof professional and
your maintenance team carefully review this report. Then, with reference to the images contained
herein and the marked areas on the roof, these areas should be physically located and given a
thorough visual examination. When warranted, these areas should be subjected to a destructive test
(core sample) to confirm the analysis.
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Client: ABC Properties
Client’s representative present at inspection: John Jones
Building location: 358 Midway Road, Anywhere, USA
Certified Infrared Thermographer, CIT#: Peter Hopkins #5637
Survey date: August 6, 2009
Survey start time: 10:30PM
High ambient temperature of the day: 88F
Daytime weather conditions: Clear and Sunny
Last recordable rainfall: August 2
Weather conditions at survey start time: Clear, light winds, scattered high clouds
Wind speed/direction at survey start time: 3 miles per hour/NNW
Ambient temperatureared
survey start time: 72F
Prep at theby:
Imager used: FLIR Systems T‐400
kins
Peter Hop
Roof Deck: Metal
Insulation: 2” Fiberboard
SoCal Infrared com
Membrane: Modified Bitumen
infrared.

d.

peter@socal SCAN‐4‐IR
(888‐772‐644
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professional, digital & printed standardized reporting

